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Chapter 551: Why Did You Only Just Arrive? 

Hearing Ye Yuan’s query, Guo Taoqun could not help being stupefied. 

“This . . . I really don’t know. Probably, no one will be dumb enough to kill off all the demonic beasts 

here, right? Although these demonic beasts are not corporeal bodies, their strength is not the slightest 

bit inferior to real demonic beasts. Those endless demonic beasts, unless one has a Divine Traversing 

Realm strength, otherwise, nobody dares to stay here to kill off all the demonic beasts.” 

Guo Taoqun felt that this question of Ye Yuan’s was somewhat hard to answer, so he replied it like this. 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and did not say anything. 

He killed a demonic beast earlier and also felt that these demonic beasts were not corporeal, but it 

seemed to be formed from some type of energy. 

But the strength of that demonic beast just now was not the slightest bit inferior to Tier 2 demonic 

beasts. 

If these demonic beasts reached a certain number, even Soul Sea Realm experts would not dare to clash 

head-on either. 

“They all went to the inner region. Let’s go too,” Ye Yuan said. 

Guo Taoqun hurriedly followed after and said to Ye Yuan, “Junior Apprentice Brother Ye, it’s very easy to 

pass through this first level. How about we compete on who passes the first level first?” 

To the current Guo Taoqun, Tier 2 demonic beasts truly had no way of threatening him. As long as he 

charged over with all his might, those demonic beasts could not stop him. 

With the desire to win stirring inside him, Guo Taoqun gave birth to the thought of competing with Ye 

Yuan for a bit. 

But Ye Yuan smiled when he heard and said, “If it’s battling you, I really don’t have much assurance in 

beating you. But to compete in speed with you, you’ll definitely lose.” 

Guo Taoqun had a face full of disbelief and said, “Might not be so, right?” 

He was at the Soul Sea Realm now. Even if he did not have full assurance in winning Ye Yuan, in terms of 

battle endurance and explosive power, he was confident that he could surpass Ye Yuan. 

The reason why Ye Yuan could cross boundaries to battle and his greatest reliance were that terrifying 

concept comprehension of his. 

If it was competing in speed, with Ye Yuan facing so many Tier 2 demonic beasts’ obstruction, for him 

wanting to be faster than Guo Taoqun, it was virtually impossible. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “If you don’t believe me, let’s just compete. But we don’t need to compete 

until the finish point. Just determining the victor will do.” 
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“Fine! Compete away then! Starting now!” 

Guo Taoqun’s voice had yet to fade, and his entire person already dashed out like an arrow discharging. 

Ye Yuan smiled faintly. His movement technique activated, and he followed after too. 

At the start, this stretch of area was practically a vast expanse of flat land. What these two people 

competed in was naturally leg strength. 

Yet, Guo Taoqun discovered to his dismay that no matter how hard he exerted his strength to speed up 

his movement technique, Ye Yuan was around not far from him from start to end. Ye Yuan was like a 

dog-skin plaster sticking to him. 

Ye Yuan’s current movement technique was still Spirit Void Shattering Space. But ever since 

comprehending the Concept of Wind, Ye Yuan applied the Concept of Wind into his movement 

technique. 

The two superimposed. Although Ye Yuan was only Second Level Sea Transformation right now, his 

speed was not the slightest bit slower than Guo Taoqun’s. 

Along the way, the two people casually slew the Tier 2 demonic beasts around them, running neck to 

neck all the way. 

After two hours, Guo Taoqun stopped gloomily and said to Ye Yuan, “I say, aren’t you too freakish? 

Offensive power so formidable, even movement technique is also so freakish! I broke through to Soul 

Sea Realm now and cultivated Tier 4 movement technique and actually can’t shake you off!” 

Ye Yuan stopped too and said smilingly, “This movement technique of yours isn’t bad. If you can train it 

to the Great Circle Stage, I won’t be able to keep up.” 

Guo Taoqun involuntarily rolled his eyes. He just broke through to Soul Sea Realm not long ago. How 

could he possibly train the Tier 4 movement technique to the Great Circle Stage? 

“Heh heh, even if your movement technique is any faster, it’s useless too! Starting from now, the 

number of demonic beasts will get increasingly more. Although movement technique is important, 

endurance and essence energy are the key to determining victory!” 

Guo Taoqun finished talking and dashed out once more. 

Before long, sure enough, as Guo Taoqun said, the number of demonic beasts became increasingly 

more, virtually surrounding the two people. 

Everyone’s destination was pretty much the same. With 300 people in this first level, the chances of 

everyone bumping was still very high. 

But as they got deeper and deeper in, martial artists’ miserable cries would sound out from time to time 

from the two people’s surroundings and then disappear. Clearly, they were transported out of Vast 

Heaven Pagoda. 

But those being transported out were basically all Sea Transformation Realm martial artists. 

Like Guo Taoqun said, this first level was going to eliminate a large batch of martial artists. 



Guo Taoqun was a peak existence among the junior generation himself. Now, especially after breaking 

through to the Soul Sea Realm, his strength was incomparably daunting. 

Demonic beasts that approached him practically all had the outcome of being instantly killed. 

But along with the increasing number of demonic beasts, Guo Taoqun also gradually put away his 

mentality of playing around and started to treat things seriously. 

Failing miserably at a simple task was not something fun. 

Around another two hours passed. Guo Taoqun finally could not resist darting a glance to the back with 

his eyes. He was delighted inwardly. Because there was already no sign of Ye Yuan. 

Evidently, Ye Yuan was already blocked by the demonic beasts. 

Even though he overwhelmed Ye Yuan with the advantage of cultivation realm, Guo Taoqun still felt very 

accomplished. 

Ye Yuan’s monstrousness virtually made people despair. 

Regardless of winning him under any kind of circumstances, it was all something to be very thrilled 

about. 

Being besieged by so many demonic beasts, the consumption speed of a Sea Transformation Realm’s 

essence energy was much faster than a Soul Sea Realm’s. 

In order to reduce this kind of expenditure, the martial artist must carefully utilize their own essence 

energy. This way, the speed of killing demonic beasts was bound to slow down. 

Charging ahead blindly, the speed of essence energy consumption would shoot up by several folds. 

With Ye Yuan’s Second Level Sea Transformation essence energy level, it would be exhausted entirely 

very quickly. 

How could such a clever person like Ye Yuan possibly do this kind of foolish thing because of a small 

competition? 

“Heh heh, charge ahead for a distance, then wait for Ye Yuan and tell him that I won! Haha! I really want 

to see the expression of him losing the competition!” 

Guo Taoqun was talking, but his hands were not slow. In a blink of an eye, another dozen over demonic 

beasts were killed, and he charged forward once again. 

After a while, Guo Taoqun suddenly discovered that the demonic beasts ahead seemed to be 

increasingly lesser. 

“En? What’s going on? Logically speaking, the further in one goes, there should be more demonic 

beasts. Could it be that I had too much fun killing and actually lost my way? That’s wrong, the direction 

should be correct. Really weird!” Guo Taoqun could not figure it out. 

He continued dashing ahead but discovered that the demonic beasts around became lesser and lesser. 

The puzzlement in his heart grew. 



All of a sudden, ahead of him was clear and spacious, without even a single demonic beast. 

And in front of him, Ye Yuan was currently looking at him calmly, with a wide grin on his face. 

“Why are you only here now? I’ve already waited for a long time! With nothing to do, I cleared away the 

surrounding demonic beasts and finally can have a break,” Ye Yuan said smilingly. 

“. . . . . .” Guo Taoqun stared at Ye Yuan with wide-saucers for eyes, as if he had seen a ghost. 

“You . . . Just how did you do it? You’re only at the Sea Transformation Realm. How can you possibly be 

so much faster than me?” It was only after some time did Guo Taoqun come back to his senses and ask 

out this question. 
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Chapter 552: Nameless Energy 

Of course, Ye Yuan would be that much faster than him! 

The number of these demonic beasts looked to be extremely horrifying. But to talk about crowd-control 

measures, was there any martial technique more powerful than Ye Yuan’s Thousand Flowing Petals? 

At least in this Endless World, such a martial technique probably could not be found. 

If these demonic beasts’ ranks were high, then forget it. If it were just Tier 2 demonic beasts, Ye Yuan 

could casually summon a cluster of petals and it would basically be an instant kill. 

More importantly, Thousand Flowing Petals was a type of perpetual martial technique. As long as Ye 

Yuan’s essence energy was not exhausted, he could constantly summon more petals by his side. 

Guo Taoqun naturally had crowd-control type martial techniques too. But firstly, crowd-control type 

martial techniques had tremendous expenditure. Secondly, unleashing it takes time. The losses 

outweighed the gains. 

To the vast majority of the people in the Vast Heaven Pagoda right now, charging into the second level 

was the most important thing. Guo Taoqun was clearly not an exception too. 

Along the way, Ye Yuan displayed the Thousand Flowing Petals. His advancement speed was not much 

slower compared to when without demonic beasts. 

In comparison, the demonic beasts in front of Guo Taoqun got increasingly more. His speed naturally 

slowed down. 

“Huhu, I said that you’d definitely lose. You just had to insist on a pummeling. Alright, you go to the 

second level by yourself. I’ll circle around the first level some more,” said Ye Yuan. As he said this, he 

was making his move to leave. 

Guo Taoqun was stunned. “What’s there to circle around in the first level? The first level had long been 

cleared countless times. If there were any hidden rewards, it would have long been discovered by 

people. But up till today, there was simply nobody who discovered any additional rewards.” 

Ye Yuan said smilingly, “It’s fine. I’m just curious. You go on first.” 
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As he said this, Ye Yuan’s figure leaped, vanishing inside the demonic beast herd. 

Guo Taoqun saw Ye Yuan moving freely among the demonic beasts. It was as if it was an uninhabited 

land. His eye could not help becoming wide-saucers. 

Only at this time did he know why Ye Yuan’s speed was much faster than his. 

The demonic beasts here completely did not have their own consciousness and attacked martial artists 

with no fear of death at all. But those demonic beasts simply could not approach Ye Yuan’s body. 

Clusters of petals willfully reaped the lives of those demonic beasts. 

“Hiss . . . Monsters are monsters. Indeed not what mortals like us can compare to!” 

After a long while, Guo Taoqun gave a sigh and turned around, rushing to the depths of the first level. 

. . . . . . 

After half a day, in a remote corner of the Vast Heaven Pagoda’s first level, Ye Yuan suddenly opened 

both eyes. 

“These demonic beasts are all formed from a type of energy. Slaying these demonic beasts can actually 

acquire a trace of this type of energy! And this type of energy can actually convert into essence energy, 

promoting the advancement of cultivation! Truly unbelievably miraculous!” Ye Yuan muttered under his 

breath. 

In the beginning, Ye Yuan did not notice yet. But when he was competing with Guo Taoqun, Ye Yuan 

slaughtered large numbers of demonic beasts and finally noticed a hint of something wrong. 

After those demonic beasts were killed, there was a strand of extremely minute energy that entered 

inside Ye Yuan’s body. 

This wisp of energy was extremely minute; it was virtually undetectable. 

If it weren’t for the fact that Ye Yuan killed a large number of demonic beasts within a period of time 

and those energies converged to form a small tuft, Ye Yuan would not be able to discover it at all. 

Ye Yuan was also uncertain if this type of energy was harmful to the body or not. So he bid farewell to 

Guo Taoqun and found a covert place to investigate. 

He casually laid down a set of array formation. Those Tier 2 demonic beasts were simply incapable of 

barging inside. Then he started to study this small tuft of energy. 

But with this investigation, Ye Yuan discovered that with his experience and knowledge, he actually 

could not recognize what this energy was! 

After failing to glean anything with numerous attempts, Ye Yuan simply mustered essence energy and 

attempted to force that trace of energy out of the body. 

But Ye Yuan did not expect that once the energy came into contact with essence energy, it actually 

merged into the essence energy with a whoosh. 



This was no trifling matter. Ye Yuan hurriedly wanted to expel the nameless energy. But after that tuft of 

energy fused into his own essence energy, it was like a poisonous sore inflicted deep into the bones, no 

longer able to separate. 

Ye Yuan unleashed all of his skills to the utmost and could not do anything to that mass of nameless 

energy. 

But that mass of energy just quietly lay within his essence energy sea and did not have make any 

excessive action. Only then did this let Ye Yuan be slightly at ease. 

Later on, Ye Yuan might as well just circulate the Spirit Bristle Nine Yang Divine Art and started to refine 

that mass of essence energy. 

What surprised Ye Yuan was that the nameless energy really reacted! 

Before long, the nameless energy was actually refined into essence energy. It made Ye Yuan’s boundary 

loosen up a trace. This made Ye Yuan very surprised. 

Although Ye Yuan had killed many demonic beasts, the nameless energy obtained was an extremely, 

extremely tiny speck. 

Ye Yuan internally viewed that trace of essence energy. It seemed to be a little different from the 

essence energy that he originally cultivated. But just how was it different, Ye Yuan could not determine 

it. 

To really say it out, Ye Yuan had a feeling that this kind of essence energy seemed to be even more 

powerful than the essence energy which he previously cultivated! 

“This type of energy can actually promote essence energy. Then wouldn’t I be able to use this energy to 

undergo cultivation? Guo Taoqun said that this first level did not have any additional rewards. Could it 

be that this is the first level’s hidden boon? It’s just that this type of energy . . Just what in the world is 

it? Why is it that even I haven’t heard of it before?” 

Ye Yuan thought for a long time and could not figure out the reason why either. 

But he felt that this energy should not be harmful to the human body. Hence, he made a bold decision: 

kill off all the demonic beasts in the first level! 

Since this type of energy could increase cultivation, how could Ye Yuan let it slip by? 

“When soldiers arrive, use a general to keep them off. When water rises, build a dam with earth. If some 

problem were to really occur, just think of ways to resolve it in the future!” 

. . . . . . 

Outside the Vast Heaven pagoda, those sects’ old ancestors all stared at the light screen, wanting to see 

to what extent their own juniors had progressed to. 

“Somebody entered the second level!” 

“En? Who is Liu Hong? He’s actually the first one to enter the second level!” 



“The first to rush into the second level is actually not the Three Sects’ head disciples? Where did this Liu 

Hong pop out from?” 

. . . . . . 

The second level was totally empty right now. Therefore, Liu Hong’s name was very conspicuous. 

This name appeared abruptly, making everyone all feel somewhat caught off-guard. Because before this, 

simply no one had heard of this name. 

The expressions of the Three Sects’ old ancestors were very ugly. They had a feeling of getting their 

faces slapped. 

It was fine if Ye Yuan was monstrous. Where did this Liu Hong pop out from? To actually prevail over the 

Three Sects? 

One had to know that Qin Yan and Guo Taoqun they all were at the Soul Sea Realm now. Among the 

junior generation, they should be sweeping away everyone else. But now, they were actually surpassed 

by an unknown boy! 

“I have some impression of this Liu Hong. Seems to be an itinerant cultivator. During the itinerant 

martial artists’ selection, this person’s performance was remarkably astonishing; he directly 

overwhelmed everybody and obtained the right to enter the Vast Heaven Pagoda with the status of the 

first place! To think that he still held back during the selections. His strength is actually so 

formidable!”said a Heavenly Martial Sect’s grand elder. 

He was the main examiner-in-charge of the itinerant cultivators’ selection and had some impression of 

this Liu Hong. 

“Quickly look! Qin Yan the three of them virtually rushed into the second level at the same time!” At this 

time, somebody exclaimed. 

Only after seeing Qin Yan trio entering the second level closely behind Liu Hong did the expressions on 

the three old ancestors’ faces become slightly better. 
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Chapter 553: Blunder 

Although the first one to rush into the second level might not mean that he was definitely the strongest 

one, to a certain extent, it also illustrated many problems. 

Hence, for that Liu Hong to be able to be the first one to rush into the second level, it at least showed 

that his strength was very formidable. 

“I didn’t think that among the itinerant cultivators, a genius junior actually appeared too!” Qi Hai 

stroked his beard and smiled. 

To the present Endless World, the more geniuses like this, the better things would be. 

“Humph! Might just be a moment of luck!” Qin Hongtao said with a cold snort. 
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More and more names vanished from the first level. Ren Xingchun’s eyebrows could not help knitting 

together. 

He kept on staring at Ye Yuan’s name. But Ye Yuan’s name did not have any signs of moving throughout. 

Regardless of how the other people’s names moved, Ye Yuan’s name remained in the first level from 

start to end. 

At this time, somebody reacted to it as well and asked, “En? Where’s Ye Yuan? With his strength, he 

should have entered the second level long ago, right?” 

“His name is still at the first level. I wonder what happened,” Ning Yixian said. 

“No way, right? Ye Yuan is able to kill a Soul Sea Realm expert on his own. How can he possibly be 

trapped at the first level?” 

“Maybe he got delayed because of some matter?” 

“There’s nothing in the first level. Can be held up by what? Is it possible that . . . Ye Yuan can kill Soul Sea 

Realm experts because his explosive power is very great. But to charge into the second level, what’s 

required is abundant essence energy and lasting endurance. On this aspect, Ye Yuan is just a Second 

Level Sea Transformation. He’ll probably be at a disadvantage!” 

What this person said was reasonable. Many people could not help falling silent when they heard that. 

Ren Xingchun’s expression was very ugly. He thought very highly of Ye Yuan and felt that Ye Yuan would 

bring him a tremendous surprise. 

If Ye Yuan already fell behind in the first level, the difficulty of the levels at the back would be 

increasingly greater. How was Ye Yuan going to pass through? 

Ren Xingchun looked previously already. Cao Fang was already eliminated in the first level. Although Ren 

Dong made it into the second level, he was placed rather behind in terms of timing. 

If even Ye Yuan failed, then Wu Fang City would be utterly disgraced! 

“Sigh. In the end, this Vast Heaven Pagoda is still too much for Sea Transformation Realms!” 

“Passing through this Vast Heaven Pagoda’s checkpoints need to be done in one breath! The more one 

drags, the less favorable! If Ye Yuan he continues dawdling, once his essence energy is exhausted, it will 

likely be very tough to push through the first level!” 

“I really didn’t expect that a heaven’s chosen like Ye Yuan would actually suffer a crushing defeat in the 

first level!” 

For a time, the people surrounding and spectating all discussed in low voices. With the passing of time, 

they were clearly less and less optimistic about Ye Yuan. 

People’s hearts were always like this. Ye Yuan rose up extremely fast like a comet. Some of the sects’ old 

ancestors more or less still had some jealousy in their hearts. 

Now, seeing Ye Yuan about to be eliminated in the first level, although they would not express it too 

obviously, there was still some gloating in their words and between the lines. 



How could Ren Xingchun not discern the gloating over other people’s misfortunes in these people’s 

words? He was even more panicky in his heart. 

Ye Yuan, what the hell are you doing?! Could it be that with your strength, you can’t even make it past 

the first level? Ren Xingchun said anxiously in his heart. 

Time slowly trickled by. The names remaining in the first level became progressively lesser. 

But among these people, practically nobody could charge into the second level. The names all directly 

vanished. Evidently, they were already sent out by the Vast Heaven Pagoda. 

Finally, the last name in the first level apart from Ye Yuan’s vanished, kicked out by the Vast Heaven 

Pagoda. 

In the first level, only Ye Yuan alone was left! 

At this time, the second level was densely covered with people, while in the first level, Ye Yuan’s name 

became extremely eye-catching. 

“Ye Yuan’s strength is still very powerful among Sea Transformation Realms. He actually persisted for a 

day and night already! It’s just that, who knows how long he can sustain in the end! The first level has a 

time restriction of only three days. If one is unable to make it to the second level within three days, they 

will still get kicked out by the Vast Heaven Pagoda.” 

“The demonic beasts around the entrance to the second level will become increasingly more. For Ye 

Yuan to want to make it through, it’s probably riddled with numerous difficulties!” 

. . . . . . 

Different from how these people imagined, the demonic beasts around the entrance to the second level 

was already less than lesser! 

In the first level, only Ye Yuan alone was left. He had free rein and unleashed the Thousand Flowing 

Petals, willfully reaping the lives of those demonic beasts. 

The petals which filled the sky were like locusts. Areas they passed through, no living thing was spared! 

Ye Yuan initially thought that these demonic beasts could not be killed completely. But after he 

slaughtered for an entire day, he finally noticed that these demonic beasts became thinly scattered. 

Very clearly, the number of the demonic beasts was reducing! 

Furthermore, Ye Yuan discovered that these demonic beasts would automatically converge at the 

entrance to the second level to attempt to stop him from entering the second level. 

However, Ye Yuan’s goal was not the second level at all. It was to kill these demonic beasts to obtain 

that nameless energy. 

“I wonder what kind of effect there will be by killing all the demonic beasts in the first level!” Ye Yuan 

said with a loud laugh. 

Of course, increasingly lesser was just relatively speaking. 



Around Ye Yuan, there were still countless demonic beasts surrounding him now. Even if Ye Yuan 

wanted to break out of the encirclement now, it was already impractical. 

At this time, there were already no other martial artists in the first level. Just Ye Yuan alone left. 

And these demonic beasts seemed to sense it, converging around Ye Yuan unceasingly. 

Even though the total number of demonic beasts was reducing, in the radius of the local area, the 

demonic beasts were increasingly more! 

But Ye Yuan did not mind at all. These demonic beasts were entirely unable to approach his body. 

. . . . . . 

Just like this, Ye Yuan spent two days constantly in the midst of slaughter! 

Only Ye Yuan could sustain for two days under such a high-intensity essence energy consumption. 

If it were others, they would have died long ago from essence energy exhaustion. 

Since he wanted to kill off all the demonic beasts, Ye Yuan naturally made preparations long ago. Hence, 

he was very sparing when using essence energy. 

But, even so, his essence energy was already close to rock-bottom at the end of these two days. 

The demonic beasts became lesser and lesser, but Ye Yuan’s attacks clearly became sluggish too. 

“Huff . . . Looks like I still have to expend one medicinal pill!” Ye Yuan said helplessly. 

He initially thought that he could rely on his body’s essence energy to sustain. Who knew that the 

number of demonic beasts in this first level was too terrifying. Slaughtered for two days and did not 

finish killing either! 

At this time, if Ye Yuan still did not consume medicinal pills to restore essence energy, he was already 

unable to carry on sustaining. 

Ye Yuan’s finger twitched. A medicinal pill appeared in his hand. 

Yet, just as Ye Yuan was planning on swallowing the medicinal pill, a scene which left him dumbfounded 

occurred! 

That medicinal pill was actually like weathered away by the wind, breaking down into powder! 

A light breeze blew, and it vanished. 

“F*ck me! No way, right? Could it be that inside this Vast Heaven Pagoda, usage of medicinal pills isn’t 

allowed? Why didn’t anyone tell me before!” Ye Yuan could not refrain from cursing. 

Unreconciled, Ye Yuan took out a medicinal pill again. Indeed, it was immediately eroded by the wind! 

“This time, I really made a blunder!” Ye Yuan stared wide-eyed and his mouth agape at the thing that 

happened before his eyes as he said with a bitter smile. 
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Chapter 554: Instant-Cast Martial Technique! 

Ye Yuan daring to fight a battle of attrition here, his greatest reliance was medicinal pills. 

But Ye Yuan never would have expected that this Vast Heaven Pagoda could actually erode the 

medicinal pills that he refined with just the wind. 

This was simply something unheard of! 

Without medicinal pills to replenish essence energy, Ye Yuan’s essence energy was going to be depleted 

very soon. 

This was still his first time encountering such a bizarre thing. For a moment, he did not know what he 

should do either. 

Could it be that he was really going to be killed by these Tier 2 demonic beasts because of essence 

energy exhaustion? 

If he was transported outside, wouldn’t it become the entire Endless World’s joke? 

Even though Ye Yuan did not care about other people’s views, this kind of failing method, even he 

himself was unable to accept it too. 

“Damn it! Fight it out!” 

Ye Yuan gritted his teeth and completely erupted all of his remaining essence energy! 

For a time, innumerable petals enveloped Ye Yuan. 

At the same time, Ye Yuan pushed the Spirit Bristle Nine Yang Divine Art to the limits, refining the 

nameless energy that was absorbed into his body! 

The process of martial artists’ cultivation was actually the process of splitting open the dantian. 

When not using martial techniques, the circulation of the essence energy in the body would form a 

circulatory cycle, reaching a delicate equilibrium with the outside world’s heaven and earth 

quintessence. 

But once martial techniques were used, the expenditure of essence energy within the martial artist’s 

body would increase drastically. The speed of converting the outside world’s quintessence to become 

the essence energy within the body simply could not catch up to the speed of consumption. 

The more powerful the martial technique, the more enormous the expenditure on essence energy. 

Replenishing it would become slower. 

Even though Ye Yuan’s control regarding essence energy was extremely great, for a martial technique 

like the Thousand Flowing Petals, the consumption was very large too. 

Only Ye Yuan could utilize this martial technique for two days straight. 

At this time, Ye Yuan’s absorption speed already could not keep up with the consumption speed. Only by 

refining these nameless energies into essence energy could he resolve the imminent danger. 
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Through two days of absorbing, inside Ye Yuan’s body already accumulated considerable nameless 

energy. 

But in comparison to Ye Yuan’s current expenditure, the nameless energy converted to become essence 

energy was just as if trying to put out a cartload of burning logs with a cup of water. 

But right now, Ye Yuan already did not have other alternatives. He could only make a last attempt to 

remedy a hopeless situation. Lasting a while longer was a while. At least it was better than being 

exhausted to death, right? 

It was better than being kicked out by the Vast Heaven Pagoda, and then him explaining to others that 

he postured, wanting to kill finish all the demonic beasts in the first level. And that this resulted to his 

essence energy being depleted and him getting killed by demonic beasts 

Under Ye Yuan’s frenzied refining, those nameless energies were finally converted to become essence 

energy bit by bit, flowing into the essence energy sea. 

These essence energies entered the essence energy sea arbitrarily, fusing together with that trace of 

essence energy which Ye Yuan refined previously. Adding it up, it was merely as big as the rim of a bowl. 

Seeing this sort of situation, Ye Yuan could not help smiling bitterly. 

This tiny bit of essence energy wasn’t enough for him to sustain a while at all! 

Ye Yuan also did not expect that he slaughtered demonic beasts for two days and two nights, and he 

actually just accumulated this tiny bit of nameless energy. 

Wasn’t this thing too precious? 

Before long, the Thousand Flowing Petals which Ye Yuan cast before this was finally depleted. 

Those demonic beasts charged forward once again without fear of death. Ye Yuan was helpless and 

could only revolve his cultivation method, mustering up the essence energy in his essence energy sea 

which was converted from that tiny bit of nameless energy. 

Yet, something which made Ye Yuan awkward happened once more. He revolved his cultivation method 

and actually only mustered a tiny drop of nameless essence energy! 

“The f*ck? No way, right? This is too much of a scam! What can one drop of essence energy do?” Ye 

Yuan nearly broke down. 

He killed demonic beasts so painstakingly until now just for the sake of collecting this nameless energy. 

In the end, he could actually only mobilize a drop of essence energy. This was simply such irony. 

If he were eliminated like this, Ye Yuan would really have to find a place to enter closed-seclusion for 

twenty years and be too embarrassed to exit seclusion. 

But at the next instant, Ye Yuan’s pupils constricted. 

After that drop of essence energy entered the meridians, it suddenly vanished. 



Ye Yuan had yet to react when an even more horrifying Thousand Flowing Petals when compared to 

before appeared without any signs just like this. 

Swoosh, swoosh, swoosh. 

The Thousand Flowing Petals erupted abruptly, practically sweeping away clean the surrounding 

demonic beasts instantaneously. 

“This . . . What kind of situation is this?” 

This time, Ye Yuan was struck utterly senseless. 

Ever since entering the Vast Heaven Pagoda, too many things that exceeded his expectations happened, 

virtually more than what he could handle. 

And everything that happened before his eyes clearly made him unable to understand too. 

One drop of essence energy could actually erupt out such a terrifying attack? 

Furthermore, him unleashing the Thousand Flowing Petals this time was practically completed instantly. 

Could it be that this type of essence energy could instant-cast martial techniques? 

Moreover, the Thousand Flowing Petals this time, regardless of whether was it power or range, it was all 

much more powerful than what he used previously. 

Even though it was somewhat incomprehensible, without any doubt, Ye Yuan picked up a treasure! 

One had to know that when martial artists used martial techniques, no matter how pure and simple, it 

was also impossible to achieve instant-cast. 

Essence energy exit the essence energy sea and circulate within the meridians according to the martial 

technique’s method, working in concert with heaven and earth quintessence, and then releasing them 

out. In-between this, it had to go through a series of transformations. 

And this sort of transformations naturally needed time to be executed. 

The more powerful the martial technique, the more time required as well. 

Very clearly, under the situation where the power of the martial technique was the same, the shorter 

the time taken to cast the skill, the more advantageous! 

And this type of essence energy could not only achieve instant-cast martial techniques, but it also 

seemed to have the effects of promoting and strengthening the martial technique. It was seriously too 

perverse. 

“Heh. Looks like expending such a long time wasn’t a waste at long last,” Ye Yuan said with a smile. 

As he said, he deployed that nameless essence energy again. Thousand Flowing Petals erupted abruptly 

once more, massacring a mass of demonic beasts! 

. . . . . . 



“Ye Yuan is indeed formidable. To actually be able to last until three days! Even though he can’t pass 

through the first level, it’s also sufficient to be proud.” 

“Still have two hours, and it will be three whole days. Even if he’s still unscathed, he’ll still get kicked out 

automatically by the Vast Heaven Pagoda.” 

“Looks like he also knows that he can’t clear it, so he found a place to rest and rehabilitate to quietly 

wait for three days’ time to be up.” 

“Such a pity. A genius like this actually didn’t even clear the first level.” 

In the Vast Heaven Mystic Realm, everyone was discussing excitedly. 

Some really felt pity for Ye Yuan, while others were gloating over his misfortune. 

But no matter what, they all did not think that Ye Yuan could pass through the first level. 

Regardless of what reason Ye Yuan had to hold-up in the first level, three days’ time was also plenty for 

him to finish settling it. 

Those martial artists who were in the second level now, there was a small portion who was at the Sea 

Transformation Realm too. Even they were able to clear the first level, but Ye Yuan was unable to clear 

it. That could only show that Ye Yuan’s strength was lacking. 

Ren Xingchun’s old face was black as the bottom of a pot. He never would have thought that the Vast 

Heaven Pagoda journey this time, they came in a jolly mood but returned home disappointed. They 

were going to head back home so soon. 

And the Ye Yuan he pinned high hopes on actually could not even clear the first level! 

“About to hit three days right away. It’s already hopeless for Ye Yuan!” 

“Yeah. Such a pity! En? You guys, look! Ye Yuan’s name disappeared! Three day’s time is up!” 

“Ye Yuan is probably already transported out. Let’s go find him then.” 

“Hang on, you guys look, Ye Yuan’s name appeared in the second level! He . . . He actually passed 

through at the last moment!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 555: Continue Killing Finish! 

“This stinking brat! Gave me a fright!” Ren Xingchun finally heaved a sigh in relief secretly in his heart. 

Even if he had experienced countless great storms and waves, his heart still leaped to his throat earlier. 

If Ye Yuan were to be kicked out like this, then his face would be trashed badly. 

Fortunately, Ye Yuan finally charged into the second level at the final juncture! 

“What kind of situation is this? Ye Yuan he actually charged into the second level at the last moment!” 

“Yeah. If he long had this strength, why not enter earlier? But if he didn’t have this strength, how did he 

charge inside ultimately?” 
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“This Ye Yuan is really . . . He’s clearing the Vast Heaven Pagoda while actually teasing with this kind of 

thrill . . .” 

One had to acknowledge that Ye Yuan teasing with this roller-coaster ride had indeed made many 

people have a feeling of plummeting from above the clouds, exhilarating to the max. 

Actually, many people were already prepared to watch the spectacle. In the end, Ye Yuan just had to 

clear the first level. 

This made those people preparing to watch a show suddenly feel very bored. 

“That’s not right. Logically speaking, with Ye Yuan’s strength, it’s impossible to not clear the first level. 

But why did he only rush in at the last moment? Just what on earth is he doing inside?” Qin Hongtao 

was similarly very convoluted by Ye Yuan’s actions. 

Their thinking previously was also all very simple. They thought that Ye Yuan’s essence energy was not 

abundant enough, or that only his explosive power was great and actually his endurance was lacking. 

Thinking carefully about it now, Ye Yuan should not be like this. 

But for such a long time, what in the world was Ye Yuan doing in the first level? 

Qi Hai’s gaze was glued fixedly on Ye Yuan’s name. All of a sudden, he had some guesses. 

“This boy wouldn’t be tempering himself inside, right?” 

. . . . . . 

Somewhere in the second level, Ye Yuan pointed a finger and killed a lion-form demonic beast. His 

brows could not help furrowing. 

“Is the second level’s guardian demonic beasts the Aurora Electric Lion? That’s pretty hard to deal with!” 

The Aurora Electric Lion is a kind of Tier 3 demonic beasts. Not only was its speed unbelievable 

abnormal, its attacks even carried lightning-attribute, rather nasty. 

An Aurora Electric Lion was naturally nothing much to Ye Yuan. But at the thought of that horrifying 

number in the first level, even Ye Yuan could not help shuddering. 

Although the demonic beasts in the Vast Heaven Pagoda were not corporeal bodies, their attributes and 

strength were no different from the outside world. 

Fortunately, the multiple Aurora Electric Lions that Ye Yuan killed were all just initial-stage Tier 3. If this 

level was all initial-stage Tier 3 Aurora Electric Lions, it might not be without the possibility of duking it 

out. 

Even so, the difficulty of this second level threw the first level behind by several grades. 

Tier 3 demonic beasts and Peak Tier 2 demonic beasts were on an entirely different level! 

“No wonder Lu Linfeng only made it to the seventh level too. Advancing upwards at this degree of 

difficulty, how terrifying would it be when arriving at the ninth level!” Ye Yuan said with an emotional 

sigh. 



Thinking it over, Ye Yuan still decided to enter the third level after killing off all the demonic beasts. 

The allure of the nameless essence energy was seriously too great to Ye Yuan. 

Previously at the first level, he only used several drops of nameless essence energy and killed all of the 

demonic beasts. 

After absorbing those demonic beasts’ nameless energy, Ye Yuan discovered that his own realm could 

no longer be kept in check, so he went with the momentum and chose to broke through. 

With this breakthrough, Ye Yuan directly charged to peak Third Level Sea Transformation, just a bit more 

to reach First Level Sea Transformation. 

Ye Yuan shockingly discovered that this nameless essence energy actually had the effect of hewing open 

his essence energy sea! 

Originally, according to his estimations, Third Level Sea Transformation should have a 90 feet essence 

energy sea. But now, Ye Yuan’s essence energy sea already opened up to 100 feet circumference! 

One should not look at how it was just a circumference of ten feet. For Ye Yuan’s essence energy sea to 

open up and to form perfect spirit condensation, even just opening up a fraction more was also 

extremely, extremely difficult. 

One had to know that Ye Yuan’s essence energy sea previously was already around the same as the 

Divine Realm’s pinnacle young geniuses. 

Now, cleaving open a circumference of ten feet more, it already surpassed those geniuses with absolute 

certainty! 

Ye Yuan discovered that this nameless essence energy was truly incomparably mysterious. 

Apart from instant-casting martial techniques and amplifying martial techniques, it actually had the 

effect of opening up his essence energy sea! 

He had no idea just what was the origin of this nameless essence energy, and what other functions did it 

still have. But Ye Yuan dared to assume that this type of essence energy was absolutely a heaven-

defying level treasure! 

At least in the Divine Realm, Ye Yuan had never heard before any kind of special essence energy that 

could have so many enhancement effects! 

Ye Yuan was increasingly curious about this Vast Heaven Pagoda’s origin. It was simply a treasure vault! 

Ignoring other things, just this nameless essence energy was enough to make all martial artists go crazy. 

After musing for a moment, Ye Yuan started making his way to the second level’s inner region. 

Due to the others entering two days earlier than him, they were probably about to rush into the third 

level at this time. This entrance area was naturally already void of people. 

But Ye Yuan learned to be more cautious this time. He absorbed and refined the nameless essence 

energy while killing the Aurora Electric Lions so as to maintain sufficient essence energy. 



With the Spirit Bristle Nine Yang Divine Art’s prowess, as long as Ye Yuan did not over expend it like at 

the first level, the problem of essence energy drying up would not arise. 

Ye Yuan planned to kill a batch of Aurora Electric Lions first, then absorb a portion of nameless energy 

and make use of the momentum to break through to the Fourth Level Sea Transformation. He would 

then head for the entrance to the third level. 

These Aurora Electric Lion contained a trace of nameless energy too. Moreover, it was much stronger 

compared to the first level’s demonic beasts. If he could kill off all the Aurora Electric Lions in the second 

level, Ye Yuan could refine a lot of this type of nameless energy even while expending them. 

. . . . . . 

At the third level’s entrance area, dozens of martial artists were surrounded by numerous Aurora 

Electric Lion. The battle situation was very alarming. 

In the fight, there were martial artists killed by the Aurora Electric Lions every now and then and 

transported out of the Vast Heaven Pagoda. 

At this second level, the martial artists were all feeling increasingly pressured. Even Soul Sea Realm 

experts were no exception. 

Even though these Aurora Electric Lion could not threaten them, for them to want to be as leisure as in 

the first level was not doable. 

Qin Yan casually slashed out a sword and killed multiple Aurora Electric Lions. But his gaze was looking 

at the Liu Hong ahead. 

“I don’t know where this person popped out from. His strength is actually so formidable! An itinerant 

cultivator can actually cultivate to such a level too?” Qin Yan said. 

“I have a feeling that he’s still preserving strength now. He should be planning on using it at the back!” 

By the side, Guo Taoqun had a solemn look too. 

“Heh heh, which of the three of us don’t have our own trump cards? When the time comes, we might 

have to use them in order to charge into the fifth level!” Qin Yan said smilingly. 

Guo Taoqun nodded slightly and suddenly said, “Oh, right, after I separated from Ye Yuan at the first 

level, I never saw him all this while. Have you seen him?” 

Qin Yan was stunned and only came back to his senses now. He shook his head and said, “I’ve really not 

seen him. With his strength, he should have reached here long ago!” 

“Yeah. I looked for trouble competing in the speed of killing demonic beasts one time at the first level 

with him. The result was utter defeat! I feel that even that Liu Hong might not be faster than Ye Yuan 

either!” Guo Taoqun said. 

Qin Yan laughed in spite of himself and said, “You were really taking the road to ruin! Ye Yuan’s prowess 

isn’t just reflected by killing a Soul Sea Realm! Forget it, he shouldn’t need us to worry. Let’s enter the 

next level quickly. The demonic beasts here are getting more and more now.” 



Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 556: Indeed Deliberate 

“It’s that Liu Hong again. He’s the first one to enter the third level!” 

“This Liu Hong is so strong. To actually overpower the Three Sects’ head disciples twice and be the first 

one to charge into the next level!” 

“Just what is this Liu Hong’s background? To actually be so powerful?” 

“Allegedly, he came from a small sect. But the sect he was from was destroyed later on. He should have 

obtained some fortuitous encounter afterward. That’s how he can have his current strength.” 

Fame can be a double-edged sword. The originally unrecorded and nameless Liu Hong shot to fame in 

just one move this time. His history was naturally dug out very quickly too. 

The Three Sects choosing these itinerant martial artists naturally would not select them casually. They 

would definitely impose stringent screening on these martial artists, including their past. 

No matter what, overpowering the Three Sects’ head disciples twice in a row was plenty for him to 

become the subject of everyone’s talk. 

One time could be said to be a coincidence. If it was twice, then it probably was not what a coincidence 

or luck could explain. 

In comparison, Ye Yuan who was the hottest topic in the beginning was no longer popular at this time. 

Nobody would pay attention to a failure. Ye Yuan entering the second level with a buzzer beater was 

already not viewed optimistically by many people. 

This Vast Heaven Pagoda had always been about fighting for number one. It had yet to be heard of who 

wanted to fight for the last place. 

Originally, everyone was all anticipating Ye Yuan creating a miracle. But now, they focused their gazes on 

Liu Hong. 

Actually, the Vast Heaven Pagoda’s first three levels did not have much worth to see. 

There was not the slightest bit of suspense about prodigious talents like Qin Yan, Guo Taoqun, and Yin 

Yanhua passing through the first three levels. 

If one had to say what was worth watching, it was only who would be the first one to charge into the 

next level. 

Originally, everyone was the most optimistic about Ye Yuan. But Ye Yuan actually stayed in the first level 

alone for three whole days! 

Later on, everyone focused their eyes on the Three Sects’ head disciples and did not expect a huge dark 

horse to actually charge out, overpowering the Three Sects’ disciples. 

The Vast Heaven Pagoda’s trial this time could be said to among the most exciting and exhilarating 

times. It was opened for others outside the Three Sects. 
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To the Three Sects, they obviously did not wish for their own disciples to lose in their own territory. 

But to the itinerant cultivators and the other sects, they did not say it verbally. They earnestly wished for 

somebody to step forward and wreck the Three Sects. 

This mentality of sour grapes, many people had it. 

Hence, when everyone saw that Liu Hong was the first one to charge into the third level, each and every 

one of them was like being injected with stimulants, praising him to the skies. 

. . . . . . 

Ye Yuan was currently following a routine: killing monsters and training, continuously absorbing and 

converting the nameless essence energy. 

After a day, a horrifying essence energy storm howled within the beast horde. 

The essence energy storm was extremely turbulent, strangling the nearby demonic beasts to death in 

succession. 

After a day of slaughter, the nameless essence energy in Ye Yuan’s essence energy sea already 

accumulated to the size of two bowls. 

The nameless energy contained within the Aurora Electric Lions’ bodies were clearly much more than 

the first level’s demonic beasts. Ye Yuan only used a day’s time and accumulated to around the first 

level’s nameless essence energy. 

After a period of time, Ye Yuan broke through to the Fourth Level Sea Transformation smoothly. His 

essence energy sea surged once again, reaching a circumference of 150 feet! 

“This nameless essence energy is indeed incredible! With my current essence energy potency, winning, 

even killing Second Level Soul Seas, shouldn’t be any problem! But there is an extremely wide gap 

between each Soul Sea Realm’s small boundary. Although I broke through to the Fourth Level Sea 

Transformation now and I might have the power to contend with Third Level Soul Seas, to match up 

against Fourth Level Soul Seas, it’s absolutely impossible to win.” Ye Yuan estimated his current 

strength. 

All along, Ye Yuan could basically cross a major realm to fight the enemy. 

Even when facing the disparity between the Lower Three Realms and Middle Three Realms, he could 

completely ignore it too. 

But with the increase in realm, his limitations of crossing boundaries to battle clearly became 

increasingly more too. 

The huge disparity between Soul Sea Realm and Sea Transformation Realm was seriously too great. Ye 

Yuan wanting to match up against Fourth Level Soul Seas with Fourth Level Sea Transformation basically 

did not have too much hope. 



“This nameless essence energy is extremely powerful. If it can erupt instantaneously, it might be able to 

severely wound those at the Fourth Level Soul Sea Realm. But the nameless essence energy, using a bit, 

will make them a bit lesser. Unless it’s a last resort, best to not use it,” Ye Yuan muttered to himself. 

Although the nameless essence energy was powerful, the biggest issue was that it could not be 

produced again. 

Regardless of how Ye Yuan absorbed the outside world’s essence energy, it had no way of converting 

into the nameless essence energy. 

The nameless essence energy could only be a trump card. Unless there were no other alternatives, it 

could not be used. 

Previously, Ye Yuan used over a dozen drops in the first level. That already gave him unbelievable 

heartache. 

“With my present strength, I should be able to sweep away these Aurora Electric Lions! Other people 

entered the third level two days before me. In addition to yesterday’s one day, three days have passed. 

They should all have already entered the third level. It’s time to go to the entrance area to the third 

level. This second level’s time limit is the same: three days. I still have two day’s time.” 

Ye Yuan’s figure moved. Thousand Flowing Petals was executed along, and he rushed over towards the 

entrance area to the third level. 

After breaking through to the Fourth Level Sea Transformation, Ye Yuan’s spirit, qi, and vitality all 

reached the peak state. His essence energy sea was three times bigger when compared to at the Second 

Level Sea Transformation! 

In his current state, even if he did not utilize essence energy, it was also sufficient to kill off all the 

Aurora Electric Lions! 

. . . . . . 

Two days later, Ye Yuan became the topic of discussion once more. Because he stayed a full three days 

in the second level one more time. 

The other people already charged into the second level on the first day and used two days to charge into 

the third level. Which was also to say that Ye Yuan was now three whole days slower than them now! 

“What is it with this Ye Yuan? Stayed a full three days in the second level again. He wouldn’t be treating 

clearing the checkpoints like a vacation, right?” 

“Wonder if he can charge to the third level at the last moment this time or not.” 

“This . . . It’s really hard to say. If he can still rush in at the last moment this time, then it should be 

deliberate. It’s just, I don’t know why he needs to stay a full three days.” 

“Who knows. The time is about to arrive! En? Name disappeared. Quickly see if he entered the third 

level or not!” 



“There! Indeed there! What is he trying to do? Why must he insist on staying a full three day’s time on 

each level?” 

This time, nobody doubted if Ye Yuan had the strength to pass through anymore. 

The first time could be said to be a fluke. But entering at the same time the second time, it was clearly 

intentional. 

Except that nobody could figure out what Ye Yuan was trying to do. 

“This stinking brat. What the hell is he doing? Teasing with this sort of thrill each time! What if it just 

missed by a bit? Wouldn’t it waste all the previous efforts?” Ren Xingchun panted heavily once again 

and could not refrain from grumbling. 

They could not be blamed for this either. After all, there had never been anybody who would do this 

sort of foolish thing, killing off all the demonic beasts at each level. 

Even now, nobody thought that Ye Yuan was actually doing such a thing as well. 

They felt that Ye Yuan definitely found a place to hide and made use of the eleventh hour to spurt 

towards the next level. 

“Huhu, City Lord Ren, calm down. Ye Yuan isn’t a frivolous person. Him doing this surely has his reasons. 

In this Vast Heaven Pagoda, it’s also not whoever clears the round fastest can walk to the end,” Qi Hai 

reminded Ren Xingchun, suddenly appearing beside him. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 557: He's Different from You Guys 

“Oh? Old Hai, is it possible that you know what Ye Yuan is doing inside?” Seeing Qi Hai’s attitude, Ren 

Xingchun was slightly surprised. 

Qi Hai smiled slightly and said, “Ye Yuan’s level is different from the others. The things that he sees are 

naturally different too. There are countless demonic beasts in the first level and second level. 

Furthermore, these demonic beasts are not corporeal bodies, an excellent venue for training and 

tempering. If my conjectures are correct, he should be borrowing these demonic beasts to temper 

himself. That’s why he would hang on to enter the next level each time.” 

Ren Xingchun’s eyes went wide. Even though he was very confident in Ye Yuan, wasn’t this too 

exaggerated? 

Even Soul Sea Realm martial artists did not dare to stay in a level for too long. Ye Yuan dared to stay 

alone until the time was almost up? 

Furthermore, without other people pinning them down, how did he charge past alone? 

“Old Hai, even though Ye Yuan’s strength is pretty good, he’s at the Sea Transformation Realm after all. 

Training inside like this, I’m afraid that his essence energy can’t sustain!” Ren Xingchun said tactfully. 

These words sounded like concern on the surface, but actually, it was reproaching that Ye Yuan was 

messing around too much. 
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So many demonic beasts inside, if his essence energy were exhausted and he got eliminated, just how 

unjust of a matter would that have to be! 

If he was really eliminated, forget about him, this City Lord; even Ye Yuan himself would not be able to 

preserve his face either! 

“Huhu, you this old man are losing yourself in concern. Furthermore, this grandson of yours, you 

yourself probably still don’t have much understanding. Ye Yuan appears very impetuous when doing 

this, even somewhat disregarding consequence. But after the matter, you’ll discover that he already 

calculated every single thing. Him stopping the Purple Mansion Sect, detaining Qin Hongtao’s grandson, 

eradicating the Heavenly Evil Sect, which incident wasn’t carried out after scheming? Relax, this boy will 

be fine!” Qin Hongtao said very affirmatively. 

Ren Xingchun thought about it. It seemed to be truly as Qi Hai said. 

His understanding of this grandson of his was really pitiably little. Of course, this was also related to Ye 

Yuan deliberately keeping him at a distance. 

This boy’s temper was even worse than his. The two people frequently could not even see eye to eye. If 

he did not yield in the end, this boy could even poke a hole in the sky! 

Qi Hai was very confident in his judgment. But he could not dare dream that Ye Yuan’s final goal was 

actually to kill off all the demonic beasts in a level either! 

If he knew what Ye Yuan was doing inside, it was uncertain if he could still be so composed. 

. . . . . . 

After entering the third level, Ye Yuan suddenly noticed that it was much more spacious. 

Within the first level and the second level, it was densely populated with demonic beasts. Especially the 

first level, that sort of density simply gave people a feeling of their scalp tingling. Just those numbers 

made people feel despair. 

But after Ye Yuan entered the third level, he suddenly discovered that the demonic beasts did not seem 

to be as many as before. 

He had already entered this level for some time and actually did not even see a single demonic beast! 

It could not be to the extent where these demonic beasts were all killed by other people, right? 

Ye Yuan was three days behind the rest. So, at this time, the third level should have already been void of 

other people long ago. 

The other martial artists should have already cleared the third round or were already kicked out. 

Which was also to say that currently in the third level, there was only Ye Yuan alone! 

The one and only person! 

“Strange. Even if this third level’s demonic beasts would have some reduction, it can’t be diminished to 

such an extent either, right? Just what on earth happened?” Ye Yuan said depressedly. 



Since he could not meet demonic beasts, Ye Yuan simply just flew towards the entrance to the fourth 

level. 

Ye Yuan was also rather looking forward to it now. Because after clearing the third level, there would be 

an interim reward. 

If it was before coming in, Ye Yuan absolutely would not be looking forward to it like so. Because 

cultivation methods and martial techniques and whatnot, he really was not lacking any of them. 

Just the Spirit Bristle Nine Yang Divine Art was enough for him to cultivate to the Divine King Realm. Why 

would there be a need to take such a superfluous action to learn other cultivation methods? 

Even if he knew that Lu Linfeng soared from here, Lu Linfeng’s level was merely just slightly stronger 

than him. 

To really talk about interest, Ye Yuan was just interested in the things after the sixth level. 

But now, Ye Yuan’s thinking completely changed. 

This Vast Heaven Pagoda was too mystical, to actually have this sort of thing like the nameless energy. 

Then what would the rewards for the first three levels be? 

Because the path was free and unobstructed, Ye Yuan’s speed was exceptionally fast. He only used two 

hour’s time and was about to reach the fourth level’s entrance already. 

However, everything before his eyes left Ye Yuan staring wide-eyed and his mouth agape. 

“F*ck me. Are you shitting me?” Ye Yuan looked at the scene before his eyes and could not help rolling 

his eyes. 

. . . . . . 

At the same time, in a nameless space, a group of martial artists was currently discussing fervently. 

“Finally passed the third level and can obtain the first stage’s reward!” 

“Yeah. Although the demonic beasts’ rank only increased a small boundary with each round cleared, it 

feels more than several times more powerful! This fourth level, I can’t clear it no matter what!” 

“Those Blue Sand Beasts were really hard to tangle with! I almost succumbed in the third level! If I 

couldn’t even pass the third level, this trip would be considered wasted.” 

“Yeah. The Blue Sand Beasts are extremely formidable existences among Tier 3 demonic beasts too. 

Although the few of us are Soul Sea Realms, being surrounded by so many Blue Sand Beasts was really 

enough for us to die.” 

Very clearly, the third level gave considerable pressure to these Soul Sea Realms. 

One should not look at how each level’s demonic beasts only raised by a small boundary. The increase in 

the degree of difficulty was not simple. 

Facing never-ending attacks, no matter how powerful the martial artist, they would be exhausted to 

death too. 



Ye Yuan’s control over essence energy was so subtle and he nearly screwed himself to death, let alone 

other people. 

Furthermore, these demonic beasts were not ordinary demonic beasts. Their strength in the same rank 

was very formidable too. If one did not have the corresponding strength, they would simply be unable to 

breach through the encirclement. 

Entering the Vast Heaven Pagoda this time, a total of 300 people entered. Yet, only less than 20 people 

were still inside this nameless space right now. 

These people were all the same; they were all all Soul Sea Realm experts. Sea Transformation Realm 

martial artists were already wrecked by those demonic beasts until not even dregs were left. 

The only Sea Transformation Realm martial artist surviving was just Ye Yuan alone. 

Right at this time, an archaic voice suddenly sounded out, “Welcome to the inheritance space. 

Congratulations to everyone for successfully clearing the Vast Heaven Pagoda’s first three levels. I’ll give 

you each your corresponding rewards according to your performances in the first three levels.” 

Guo Taoqun was the second to enter the nameless space. After entering the nameless space, he had 

been staring at the entrance all this while, wanting to see Ye Yuan’s silhouette. 

But sadly, he did not even see a freaking shadow all the way until this voice sounded out! 

Could it be that Ye Yuan really failed? 

But how was this possible? 

Guo Taoqun and Qin Yan exchanged glances, both looking absent-minded. 

Just what in the world happened to Ye Yuan, to actually fail? 

“May we ask Senior, there should still be one of us who hasn’t arrived yet, right?” at this time, Yin 

Yanhua suddenly spoke. 

Everybody fell silent. They all knew who Yin Yanhua was talking about. 

“He’s different from you guys,” said the voice, after musing for a moment. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 558: Different in What Way 

“Damn. Is this to let I, Little Lord, to review the troops? So many Armored Diamond Bulls are here just to 

wait for me?” 

Only seeing the scene before his eyes did Ye Yuan finally know why he did not run into demonic beasts 

along the way. 

All the demonic beasts were already gathered here, waiting in battle formation! 

In front of Ye Yuan, it was all herds of large black bulls as far as the eyes could see, stretching to infinity. 
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These big black bulls were blazing with anger and seething with killing intent as if they had long been 

awaiting him. 

Of course, Ye Yuan was still currently unaware that what those people previously encountered were all 

Blue Sand Beasts and not the Armored Diamond Bulls! 

This Armored Diamond Bulls belonged to the category of extremely formidable existences among Tier 3 

demonic beasts. 

The skins of these large black bulls were coarse. They had thick flesh. Ordinary attacks simply had no 

way of penetrating their defense! 

Under normal circumstances, even peak Crystal Formation Realm human martial artists had no way of 

breaching middle-stage Tier 3 Armored Diamond Bulls’ defense too! 

One could imagine just how freakish this demonic beast was. 

More importantly, this type of demonic beasts even had the bull-species’ savageness. Its offensive 

power was extremely formidable. 

Ordinary martial artists, even if they got grazed, the outcome would be exceedingly wretched too. 

Of course, no matter how powerful the Armored Diamond Bull was, it was merely just a Tier 3 demonic 

beast. To those at the Sea Transformation Realms and Soul Sea Realms, they were not worth mentioning 

at all. 

Yet, Armored Diamond Bulls which blotted out the skies and covered the earth was an entirely different 

matter! 

If what those people previously encountered were Armored Diamond Bulls, it would be pretty good to 

have five people managing to get past it. 

It was precisely because he knew these Armored Diamond Bulls’ prowess that Ye Yuan could not resist 

swearing and have a myriad of profanities running through his head. 

If he could use medicinal pills, Ye Yuan would not fear these savage bulls at all. But without the support 

of medicinal pills, the result was hard to say. 

This was a very spectacular image. On one side were massive black bull herds blotting out the skies and 

covering the earth. On the other was a frail youth. 

The visual impact of this image was incredibly intense. The two sides formed a strong contrast! 

Ye Yuan in front of this sea of Armored Diamond Bulls was a feeble existence like a small rowboat, 

possible to capsize at any moment. 

“However . . . killing these large raging bulls should be able to obtain considerable nameless essence 

energy, right?” 

As he said, Ye Yuan took out the Xuanying Sword and accumulated his power, waiting to make a move. 

“Come on, large raging bulls!” 



Ye Yuan gave a clear cry. A Half-Moon Slash cleaved out domineeringly! 

“Roar!” 

Roaring sounds that reverberated throughout the skies emitted from these bulls’ mouth, vibrating until 

Ye Yuan’s eardrums hurt. 

At the same time Ye Yuan raised his sword, those Armored Diamond Bulls moved too! 

They charged towards Ye Yuan without heed for anything. That imposing manner could really topple 

mountains and overturn the seas! 

Rumble! 

Half-Moon Slash stuck close to the ground and flew over towards the Armored Diamond Bulls, cleaving a 

large gouge in the ground! 

Swoosh, swoosh, swoosh. 

The places where the Half-Moon Slash passed through, the Armored Diamond Bulls were completely 

decimated and wiped out. 

Just one move and several hundred Armored Diamond Bulls were killed. 

But sadly, several hundreds did not even count as a single hair from nine oxen to such a massive bull 

herd. 

Ye Yuan was very unsatisfied at the effects of this attack. The defense of these large savage bulls was 

not ordinary at all. If they were to be other demonic beasts, this attack should be able to cut down up to 

a thousand. 

If he attacked like this, his essence energy expenditure would be much fiercer! 

Even though his present essence energy sea already expanded to a circumference of 150 feet, the 

strength of the demonic beasts rose by a lot too. 

If he continued expending essence energy like this, he would not be able to take it either. 

“Coarse skin and thick flesh. Indeed, not easy to deal with!” Ye Yuan sighed with a vicissitude of 

emotion. 

The attacks of these large black bulls, Ye Yuan was not very concerned. He had comprehended the 

Concept of Wind Flow. Under such circumstances, it was even easier to avoid those large black bulls’ 

attacks. These large black bulls simply could not touch him. 

The problem was how much consumption could his essence energy take? 

Unless there were no other alternatives, Ye Yuan did not wish to employ the nameless essence energy. 

Expending the nameless essence energy in such a place was truly too regretful. 

He was not worried about these large black bulls’ attacks now. But once his essence energy ran out, the 

attacks of these large black bulls would be terrifying. 



Ye Yuan slaughtered the Armored Diamond Bulls non-stop while he was coming up with 

countermeasures. 

. . . . . . 

In the inheritance space, those martial artists had blank looks. 

“Different from us? What does that mean?” 

“Could it be that Ye Yuan still hasn’t been eliminated now, and he’s still in the midst of clearing the 

rounds?” 

“No way, right? Already six, seven days have passed here. He should be in the third level right now. His 

clearing speed is so slow. He’s not even equal to us!” 

Very clearly, these people all knew that the mysterious person and Yin Yanhua were talking about the 

same person; it was Ye Yuan. 

However, the mysterious person’s appraisal made these people all very displeased. 

If Ye Yuan entered ahead of them, then forget it. But it was very clear right now that Ye Yuan was 

inferior to them. 

Even if he was not eliminated, what could such slow clearing speed explain? 

In these people’s thinking derived from experience, it was still whoever entered the next level faster, the 

better. Nobody would be foolish enough to stay behind to kill off all the demonic beasts in a level. 

Hearing the mysterious person’s appraisal, Liu Hong frowned slightly too. 

Before coming to the Vast Heaven Pagoda, he already planned properly. This time, he must shock 

everyone in one move, and to overpower the Three Sects’ head disciples! 

Now, he accomplished it! 

Clearing the rounds twice consecutively, he was the first person to enter the next level! 

And the competition at the back, he believed that he would not lose as well. 

But now, what did this mean? 

That punk called Ye Yuan was not here at all. Could it be that Ye Yuan was even more incredible than 

him? 

Liu Hong was a shockingly talented itinerant cultivator. After his sect was destroyed, he obtained a peak 

Divine Traversing Realm expert’s inheritance by chance. 

During the past years, he had been cultivating bitterly in closed-seclusion all along and finally acquired a 

certain level of achievement. 

Coincidentally, the Three Sects opened up the Vast Heaven Pagoda this time. Liu Hong naturally had to 

come and give it a shot in order to advance further. 

His horizons were exceedingly high now and were long already not that small sect’s disciple back then. 



Liu Hong’s current goal was very clear. He wanted to ascend to the Divine Realm! 

Right at this time, the Three Sects opened up the Vast Heaven Pagoda too. This was simply a god-sent 

opportunity! 

“Even the heaven wants me, Liu Hong, to soar to the skies with one leap! What reason do I, Liu Hong, 

have to refuse?” This was Liu Hong’s first reaction after getting this news. 

In Liu Hong’s view, this Vast Heaven Pagoda was specifically opened up for him. 

Otherwise, why was it not opened up sooner or later, but it was opened to the public right at the critical 

juncture of him exiting seclusion? 

Troubled times create heroes. He was surely the hero created by this era! 

But what was the meaning of the words said by this mysterious person? 

Could it be that this Ye Yuan was actually even more special than him? 

Liu Hong had been in closed-seclusion all along. He was very uninformed about news and completely did 

not know just what kind of existence Ye Yuan was. 

In his eyes, the Three Sects’ head disciples were the targets that he had to surpass. 

“Senior, I wonder how is he different from us?” 

Even since entering the Vast Heaven Pagoda, Liu Hong had been moving alone the entire time. But this 

time, he finally could not resist voicing out. 

Yet, when he opened his mouth, the Qin Yan trio all looked at him as if they were looking at an idiot. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 559: Vast Heaven Stele 

Different how? 

Too different! 

Only the Qin Yan trio who had personally experienced Ye Yuan’s terror knew how monstrous Ye Yuan 

was! 

The other people, including all the Soul Sea Realms present, only heard about Ye Yuan from other 

people’s mouths. 

These people were all proud children of heaven. Who would truly be convinced by a genius that they 

had only heard of before? 

Let alone that this so-called genius was even so much slower than them to enter the inheritance space! 

“You all don’t need to ask anymore. When the time comes, you’ll naturally know. Now, prepare to 

receive the rewards.” 

The mysterious person’s hollow voice sounded out once more as if it was not interested in replying Liu 

Hong’s question at all. 
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Right at this time, several dozen streams of light shot down from the air, suspending in front of 

everybody. 

After a short while, the light faded away. All kinds of rewards suspended before their eyes quietly. 

The other people tossed Ye Yuan’s problem to the back of their minds very quickly. No matter how 

monstrous Ye Yuan was, it had nothing to do with them in the slightest either. But these rewards were 

real. 

“Hahaha! This is a Tier 5 cultivation method! It can cultivate all the way to Peak Divine Traversing 

Realm! This cultivation method is way stronger compared to our sect’s main cultivation method! It can 

be used as the sect’s supreme treasure!” 

“This . . . This is . . . Three Gods Nine Cries Pill! The effect is . . . improving the meridians, increasing 10% 

cultivation speed! Hahaha! Really picked up a treasure! A medicinal pill with such effects is simply 

unheard of! Too heaven-defying!” 

“This . . . This is a profound artifact? Even though it’s a low-grade profound artifact, the quality is 

exceedingly high!” 

. . . . . . 

On these treasures, all of them had simple inscriptions, telling these martial artists the functions. 

The way these people saw it, these rewards were already very incredible. Just a cultivation method was 

already much stronger than their sect’s. 

These things were all very heaven-defying existences when brought outside. No wonder the final 

accomplishments of the people who walked out from here were all extraordinary! 

But these treasures clearly had the distinction of good and bad too. 

In comparison, cultivation methods were the best, medicinal pills were second, and finally, weapons 

were the lousiest. 

Cultivation methods could be regarded as a legacy treasure. This martial artist taking it out could even 

establish a sect! 

Medicinal pills could aid cultivation, especially medicinal pills which improved the meridians. This was 

simply a heaven-defying treasure. 

As for weapons, it was merely just external objects. Even though it could improve strength in a short 

time, it was ultimately just an assistance. 

Martial artists’ prowess ultimately relied on oneself. 

Of course, if one was so powerful, having a heaven-defying weapon was naturally something 

superfluous. 

“Qin Yan, what’s that of yours?” Guo Taoqun asked. 

“Martial technique! You?” 



“Mine is martial technique too! Moreover, it seems to be a martial technique custom-made for me!” 

Guo Taoqun said rather excitedly. 

For them, unless it was a heaven-defying class cultivation method, otherwise, they would not take fancy 

of it at all. 

But martial techniques were different. A powerful martial technique could even boost their combat 

power several times over! 

And the four of them including Liu Hong all obtained a martial technique! 

Even though Liu Hong overwhelmed Guo Taoqun they all, the disparity was very small. 

Even though Liu Hong was formidable, in terms of combat power, he might not be much stronger than 

Guo Taoqun they all. As for the specifics, without going through a fight, there was simply no way to 

speculate. 

Bang! 

A gigantic stone stele descended from the sky and landed in the inheritance space. 

“The Vast Heaven Stele! It’s the Vast Heaven Stele! It finally came out!” seeing that stele, a martial artist 

immediately cried out agitatedly. 

When Qin Yan trio saw this stele, they were rather excited too. 

“Alright. The time flow rate here is one-fifteenth of the outside world’s. You all have one day’s time to 

contemplate the Vast Heaven Stele! How much you can comprehend will be up to your fortune. After 

fifteen days, you all will automatically enter the fourth level. If you want to study the Vast Heaven Stele 

again, you must clear the sixth level. You guys try your best!” 

When the mysterious person finished talking, he did not make any more sound again. 

But the others were already not interested to bother with him. The time to contemplate on the Vast 

Heaven Stele was too precious. Not a single second could be wasted! 

For a time, the inheritance space was dead silent. They all started contemplating on the Vast Heaven 

Stele. 

. . . . . . 

When the others were currently studying the Vast Heaven Stele, Ye Yuan was currently in the heat of 

battle in the third level! 

“Azure Dipper Floating Zero Sword: Myriad Rain Sword Blades!” Ye Yuan growled. Ten thousand sword 

blades rushed towards the black bull herds like raindrops! 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

The power of the Myriad Rain Sword Blades was seriously too strong. This one move down was akin to 

the wind sweeping away fallen leaves. Waves of Armored Diamond Bulls turned into flying ash. 



Ye Yuan’s current essence energy sea was already three times bigger than before. But this move still 

expended close to one-third of his essence energy! 

This move was powerful. It just cost too much essence energy. 

One-third essence energy was even more than the total essence energy when he was fighting Dai 

Yuhen! 

The power of this move could be seen at a glance! 

Those Armored Diamond Bulls were hailed as impervious to swords and spears. But under this move of 

Ye Yuan, it was like paper; they were utterly unable to withstand it even in the slightest. 

The sword blades directly pierced through far into the distance before gradually vanishing. 

The power of condensed form of gathered essence was not what these Tier 3 demonic beasts could 

withstand. 

This sword slashing down, most probably tens of thousands of Armored Diamond Bulls were instantly 

killed. 

But the problem was that these Armored Diamond Bulls did not have their own consciousness at all. 

They totally did not know what was called being afraid! 

The place of those large black bulls killed were very quickly filled in by their companions that charged at 

Ye Yuan once more without fear of death. 

Ye Yuan smiled faintly and did not attack either. His figure moved, fluttering like a piece of paper. 

No matter how ferocious those raging bulls’ attacks were, it could not touch the corners of his sleeves! 

Even though the Armored Diamond Bulls’ natural endowments were extraordinary, in terms of dodging, 

how could they be mentioned in the same breath with the Ye Yuan who comprehended the True Intent 

of Wind Flow? 

Ye Yuan shuttled back and forth within the bull herd, like fish in water. 

At this time, Ye Yuan used the Wind Flow True Intent in the Concept of Wind and the Transmission True 

Intent in the Concept of Fire at the same time, lowering the essence energy consumption to the 

minimum. 

At the same time, the Spirit Bristle Nine Yang Divine Art within his body was revolved to the limits, 

recovering essence energy frenziedly! 

Just like this, Ye Yuan’s essence energy sea was slowly recovering! 

Roughly the greater part of an hour later, Ye Yuan’s expenditure previously was finally finished 

replenishing! 

Hence, Ye Yuan wielded Xuanying Sword. Myriad Rain Sword Blades was released once more! 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 



Waves of Armored Diamond Bulls collapsed again! 

This was the method that Ye Yuan thought of in the end. Since medicinal pills were unable to be used, 

then he would absorb essence energy himself to recover! 

At this time, the powerful aspect of Ye Yuan’s cultivation method was manifested! 

How could ordinary cultivation methods possibly replenish the expended essence energy in such a short 

time? 

Furthermore, at the same time that Ye Yuan was replenishing essence energy, he was still expending a 

portion of it to maintain his movement technique. 

The essence energy within this Vast Heaven Pagoda was very plentiful. Ye Yuan absorbing it was 

accomplished with high proficiency. Just within a greater part of an hour and it would replenish 

completely. 

Just like this, every greater part of an hour passed, Ye Yuan would fire out Myriad Rain Sword Blades 

once, killing large groups of Armored Diamond Bulls. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 560: Gold-Colored Name! 

During these three days, Ye Yuan’s nerves have been in an extremely tense state the entire time. 

He was maintaining non-stop operation of two kinds of true intents under Heart Like Still Water heart 

realm, and he was also revolving the Spirit Bristle Nine Yang Divine Art to the limit! 

This burden was not an ordinary kind of difficulty; it was more than just being difficult! 

If he did not have the support of Heart Like Still Water heart realm, he would have given up long ago. 

Seeing as the three days limit was about to reach, the Armored Diamond Bulls in front of Ye Yuan were 

finally only left with the last batch. 

“Bye bye, big raging bulls!” 

At this instant, Ye Yuan pushed the Myriad Rain Sword Blades to the limits, directly expending the 

greater half of his essence energy! 

Rumble! 

After a series of slaughtering, the entire third level finally quieten down! 

“Huff . . . These large raging bulls were really hard to tangle with. But my harvest this time was also not 

an ordinary kind of big!” 

Apart from those nameless energies, Ye Yuan operated so many skills at such high-intensity; the benefits 

gained were naturally not few either. 

Ignoring the two true intents, his comprehension became even deeper. 

What made Ye Yuan wildly ecstatic was still heart realm! 
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He felt that his Heart Like Still Water Realm was already approaching the bottleneck. Advancing a step 

further and it would be the Heart Like Monolith Realm! 

“Heart realm breakthroughs are extremely, extremely difficult. If without suitable opportunities, not 

breaking through for life is also a possibility. This bottleneck isn’t that easy to cross!” Ye Yuan said with 

an emotional sigh. 

One would become insatiably greedy upon tasting the benefits. Heart Like Still Water Realm had 

brought too many benefits and assistance to Ye Yuan. 

Hence, when he saw hopes to reach the Heart Like Monolith Realm now, he naturally very much hoped 

to be able to break through. 

However, even though Heart Like Still Water Realm to Heart Like Monolith looked to be a step away, 

many Divine Kings were not able to cross it! 

This step was way too difficult! 

“Forget it, let nature takes its course. This kind of thing can’t be imposed on. When the opportunity 

arrives, one will naturally break through. To be able to cultivate Heart Like Still Water Realm to this 

stage, it’s already very lucky.” 

Following the breakthrough in heart realm, Ye Yuan became more open-minded about such things too. 

Resting slightly for a short while, Ye Yuan headed for the entrance leading to the inheritance space. 

. . . . . . 

“Quickly look! Ye Yuan entered the inheritance space too!” 

Following the disappearance of Ye Yuan’s name, somebody shouted. 

They were originally already not optimistic about Ye Yuan and did not think that Ye Yuan actually would 

reached this step by persisting alone! 

Unrivaled geniuses were unrivaled geniuses. Regardless of where, one should not look down on him! 

Otherwise, one’s face would get slapped! 

Those people initially planning to watch the joke were secretly gloomy in their hearts too. 

Even though Ye Yuan’s clearing speed was slow, he would always succeed in passing through at the last 

moment. This was clearly done intentionally by him. 

“Want to enter, then enter. The other people already came out from the inheritance space long ago and 

entered the fourth level! With Ye Yuan’s strength, clearing the first three rounds isn’t something 

impressive, right?” Some people said scornfully. 

Ever since they knew that Ye Yuan did it deliberately, those people originally skeptical no longer 

doubted Ye Yuan’s strength. 

What they were curious about was why Ye Yuan wanted to do this. 



When Ren Xingchun saw this scene, the smile on his face could not be held back anymore. The corners 

of his mouth curled by a small arc. 

The City Lord Manor’s people were already eliminated finish. Now, there was only Ye Yuan alone. 

But Ye Yuan was the City Lord Manor’s biggest chip! 

Ever since hearing Qi Hai’s words, Ren Xingchun already firmly believed that Ye Yuan was the Vast 

Heaven Pagoda Inheritance’s biggest dark horse this time! 

No, how could Ye Yuan be a dark horse? 

He was originally that strongest one! 

You people praise that whatever Liu Hong to the skies. Give it another few days and watch Ye Yuan slap 

your faces one by one for you to see. Let you all see what was called a true genius! 

Ren Xingchun was just beaming proudly to himself when all of a sudden, somebody exclaimed, “Quickly 

look! Ye Yuan’s name became golden color! What’s going on here?” 

This cry immediately startled everyone! 

Name becoming golden. This was something that had never happened before. 

What in the world did Ye Yuan do, for his name to actually become golden? 

The crowd looked towards Ye Yuan’s name. Indeed, they discovered that Ye Yuan’s name became gilded 

gold color; it was remarkably dazzling! 

Even if he was still in the inheritance space right now and was in the last place, that light could not be 

concealed either! 

This unexpected change made everyone extremely shocked. Especially the Three Sects’ old ancestors. 

Their faces all showed immense shock. 

From the Three Sects being established until today, they had sent many genius disciples over to this Vast 

Heaven Pagoda. But such a situation had never occurred before. 

Ning Yixian, Qin Hongtao, and Jing Xuan, the three of them exchanged glances. Evidently, they did not 

know what was happening as well. 

Finally, the three people focused their gaze on Qi Hai. 

Qi Hai’s seniority was even older than them. Furthermore, Qi Hai’s understanding of the Endless World 

was absolutely above the three of them. If even Qi Hai did not know what happened, then nobody 

knew. 

Qi Hai’s expression turned into a never-before solemness as he muttered, “This . . . This . . . can’t be, 

right? This . . . How is this possible?” 

“Old Hai, what in the world happened? What’s going on with Ye Yuan’s name?” Qin Hongtao asked 

anxiously. 



Everyone stared at Qi Hai, wanting to hear what kind of answer he would give. 

This sort of bizarre event, only Old Hai, this kind of accomplished master level expert, knew what was 

happening. 

Qi Hai did not answer them, but he fell silent for a long time, seemingly digesting this matter. 

Only after some time, did Qi Hai draw a deep breath and said slowly, “I didn’t expect, didn’t expect! 

Didn’t expect that the legend was actually true!” 

The people at the sides were already beyond anxious. Could your elderly self not pause when talking? 

Would saying things till the end in one breath kill you? 

Qi Hai looked at everyone and said rather disbelieving still, “Legend has it that this Vast Heaven Pagoda 

Inheritance’s rewards are given out according to the challenger’s completion rate. The higher the 

completion rate, the greater the rewards obtained too!” 

“Ah? There’s actually still such a saying? This Vast Heaven Pagoda’s round clearings wasn’t competing in 

who is the first to rush into the next level? All along, we’ve been competing like this!” said a Three Sects’ 

grand elder in surprise. 

Actually, it was not just him; everybody present here all thought that way. 

Hence, seeing that Ye Yuan was always the last one to successfully clear the round each time, they had 

long been pessimistic about Ye Yuan. 

The reason why these people chased Liu Hong like so was precisely because he was the first one to rush 

into the next level each time. 

In normal understanding, Liu Hong was the number one person in this batch of people. Even the Three 

Sects’ head disciples could not compare either! 

But hearing Qi Hai said so now, they discovered that it seemed to completely not be the case! 

Even Qi Hai said that it was a legend. Who knew if it was real or fake? 

Qi Hai smiled bitterly and said, “Actually, I thought that way all along as well. But I somehow feel that 

the clearing method we thought of is a very grave error now!” 

“Old Hai, can you clear it up? This was all passed down by our forefathers. How can it be wrong? Since 

this is wrong, then what kind of clearing method is correct?” Ning Yixian said perplexedly too. 

Qi Hai’s expression froze, and he said solemnly, “The correct clearing method isn’t competing in speed 

but competing in . . . the number of demonic beasts killed!” 


